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The combined and uneven capitalist world-system registers itself in the weird fiction of 

Usman T. Malik, the first South Asian author to win the Bram Stoker Award in 2014.1 A young 

author whose stories have appeared in several Year’s Best anthologies, Malik cites Pakistani 

writers such as Saadat Hasan Manto as influences, alongside writers in the tradition of American 

horror, such as Shirley Jackson and H.P. Lovecraft.2 Grounded in the Islamic mythos and the 

subcontinental realist tradition,3 Malik expands the aesthetic possibilities of South Asian 

literature through speculative fiction dealing with ghost stories, the supernatural, and forbidden 

knowledge. In his novella “The Pauper Prince and the Eucalyptus Jinn,” ancient spiritual beings 

belong to an invisible world that lies beyond human cognition. Their existence subverts 

conventional understandings of reality by revealing how empiricism limits the totality of life to 

surface-level, observable phenomena. In “In the Ruins of Mohenjo-Daro,” Malik uses the 

language of the weird to create a gothic atmosphere in which history returns with violence to 

haunt the present. Finally, “Resurrection Points” presents a world haunted by modern horrors in 

which the weird expresses a utopian impulse to transcend human alienation. Malik’s weird 

fiction is a peripheral modernism that represents the simultaneity of the non-simultaneous while 

foregrounding the limits of representation in a world-system defined by combined and uneven 

development. 

According to the publishers of the Year’s Best Weird Fiction anthology series, weird 

fiction is “an intersecting of themes and ideas that explore and subvert the laws of Nature,” and 

not so much a genre as “a mode of literature that is present in other genres.”4 It is an increasingly 

 
1 The Bram Stocker Award is given out each year by the Horror Writers’ Association. 
2 See Usman Malik, Interview with Salik Shah, Mithila Review, Accessed January 2, 2017, 

http://mithilareview.com/usman_malik_03_16/, and Interview with Muhammad Aurangzeb Ahmad, Islam and Sci-

Fi, Accessed January 2, 2017, http://www.islamscifi.com/islam-and-sci-fi-interview-with-usman-malik/. 
3 Usman Malik, Interview with Muhammad Aurangzeb Ahmad. 
4 “Year’s Best Weird Fiction,” Undertow Publications website, http://www.undertowbooks.com/years-best-weird-

fiction/. 

http://mithilareview.com/usman_malik_03_16/
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popular speculative mode professed by authors ranging from H.P. Lovecraft, Angela Carter, and 

Julio Cortázar, to contemporary authors such as Jeffrey Ford, Elizabeth Hand, and China 

Miéville. It is preoccupied with “ghost stories, the strange and macabre, the supernatural, 

fantasy, myth, philosophical ontology, ambiguity, and … the outré,” obsessed with representing 

that which lies outside the real.5 Darko Suvin calls the weird tale “a genre committed to the 

interposition of anti-cognitive laws into the empirical environment” and maintains that, to be 

successful, this kind of fiction must sustain cognitive tension between empiricism and the 

supernatural.6 In this sense it is distinguished from magic realism, in which the cognitive tension 

is implicit and occurs in the reader, while in weird fiction the tension is often explicit within the 

text and occurs in the protagonist’s mind. Weird fiction is not always anti-cognitive, but it works 

best as radical literature when its foregrounding of the failure of cognition has social 

implications. 

Using weird fiction as a critical irrealism,7 Malik expresses self-consciousness about 

problems of representation, achieving a more total representation of reality by drawing on 

techniques not commonly associated with realism. Critical irrealism is a literary form that must 

not be understood as “an alternative, a substitute, or a rival to critical realism: it is simply a 

different form of literature and art, which does not attempt, in one way or another, to ‘reflect’ 

reality.”8 Instead of subscribing to normative mimetic assumptions about literature, the weird 

 
5 “Year’s Best Weird Fiction,” Undertow Publications website. 
6 Metamorphoses of Science Fiction: On the Poetics and History of a Literary Genre (New Haven: Yale UP, 1979), 

8-9; “Considering the Sense of ‘Fantasy’ or ‘Fantastic Fiction’: An Effusion.” Extrapolation 41.3 (2000): 210. 
7 This essay treats the term ‘critical irrealism’ as the Warwick Research Collective does: as a collection of 

techniques that function “more broadly as the determinate formal registers of (semi-)peripherality in the world-

literary system.” WReC, Combined and Uneven Development: Towards a New Theory of World-Literature, 

(Liverpool: Liverpool UP, 2015), 52. 
8 Michael Löwy, “The Current of Critical Irrealism: A ‘Moonlit Enchanted Night,’” Adventures in Realism, Edited 

by Matthew Beaumont, (Blackwell Publishing, 2007), Accessed April 7 2016, doi: 

10.1111/b.9781405135771.2007.x 
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acts as a prism and, in Malik’s words, “distorts the reality we have gotten desensitized to and in 

doing so sheds new light on it.”9 Within the white light of reality lie many concealed colours that 

are only revealed when the beam is refracted. 

Critical irrealism enables authors to write fiction that allows for a representation which is 

more representative of reality without being representative of realism. When realism, 

satisfactory to European bourgeois society in its attempts at self-representation, encountered the 

warped, uneven social totality of India, critical realist authors of the 1930s began to let 

“disjunctures rupture their texts” in order to “represent precisely the crises surrounding 

modernity.”10 Anjaria cites Rabindranath Tagore’s Bengali novel Ghare Baire (1916) as 

anticipating this crisis of representation. Tagore satirizes the pragmatism of his character Sandip 

to foreground the dissolution of a naïvely realist aesthetic philosophy. “By satirizing a realism 

that is so fixated on surfaces, objects, and flesh that it loses its commitment to truth,” writes 

Anjaria, “Tagore takes a surprisingly Lukácsian perspective on realism, privileging shyotto, or 

truth, over “riyaliti.”11 This new realism foregrounds “the issue of realism as such within its 

structure,” achieving a new representational technique.12 

True to this subcontinental tradition, Malik’s fiction reflects the disjuncture between truth 

and reality, although he does so with ‘magical’ aesthetics. By being self-reflective of the 

problems of representation—and by implying the existence of a (supernatural) world concealed 

below the surface world of reality—these irrealist techniques can be “all the more realist, even if 

 
9 Usman Malik, Interview with Salik Shah. 
10 Ulka Anjaria, Realism in the Twentieth-Century Indian Novel: Colonial Difference and Literary Form, 

(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2012), 28. 
11 Anjaria, Realism, 20. 
12 Fredric Jameson, “Antinomies of the Realism-Modernism Dialectic,” Modern Language Quarterly 73:3 (2012): 

478. 
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less realistic.”13 Critical irrealism lets Malik violate of the superficiality of realism in order to 

highlight the combined unevenness that constitutes modernity and renders totality opaque. 

Malik’s award-winning novella “The Pauper Prince and the Eucalyptus Jinn” might strike 

readers as reminiscent of magic realism, prompting the question of what makes weird fiction a 

distinct category. There is a thin line between the aesthetics of “Eucalyptus Jinn” and, for 

instance, Julio Cortázar’s magic realism, which bleeds into the territory of weird fiction.14 Both 

magic realism and weird fiction use the fantastic as a critical irrealist strategy. Despite their 

disparate lines of descent—one in the Latin American literary boom of the 1960s and 1970s, the 

other in early twentieth-century American pulp magazines15—magic realism and weird fiction 

share common aesthetic values. For instance, magic realism represents (semi-)peripheral reality 

as qualitatively different from the bourgeois constructions of reality prevalent in the global 

centres. By representing the inseparability of magic from mundane reality, it foregrounds how 

peripheries experience modernity in a fundamentally different way. However, magic realism 

implies that a conventional reality principle still exists outside the represented chronotope. In 

short, although it appears to assert the existence of magic, “magic realism (implicitly) asserts that 

there is no such thing as magic.”16 In contrast, weird fiction contains no such irony; it has a 

distinct representational philosophy. 

Weird fiction, like magic realism, contains fantastic elements that coexist with modern 

realities, but they tend to be phenomena bizarre and alien to the world in which they appear. The 

weird tends to intrude into daily life, creating disruption and, at times, evoking horror. This is 

 
13 Anjaria, Realism, 10. Italics in original. 
14 In fact, Cortázar’s story “Headache” appears alongside Malik’s “Resurrection Points” in the second volume of 

Undertow Publications’s Year’s Best Weird Fiction anthology series. 
15 Michael Kelly claims that the history of the weird as a literary device extends all the way back to the Iliad 

(“Forward,” The Year’s Best Weird Fiction: Volume 2 (Pickering, ON: Undertow Publications, 2015), viii). 
16 Gregory Bechtel, “The Word for World is Story: Towards a Cognitive Theory of (Canadian) Syncretic Fantasy,” 

(Diss. University of Alberta, 2011), 119. Italics in original. 
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impossible in magic realism, since magic in this form is ‘indigenous’ to reality. The weird, on 

the other hand, invades and disrupts reality with its anti-cognitive logic.17 Frequently, the 

protagonist is charged with reconciling the ‘weird’ set of laws against those of conventional 

reality. Whereas magic realism presents a construction of reality that is different from 

conventional bourgeois empiricism, weird fiction presents contrasting realities that the reader 

and/or protagonist must reconcile: taken-for-granted mundane laws versus the radical otherness 

that emerges. 

“Eucalyptus Jinn” establishes this cognitive conflict through its dramatization of a 

protagonist’s encounter with strange forces that disrupt his taken-for-granted reality: the spiritual 

entities known as jinn. Salman, a Pakistani professor who grew up in the United States, recalls 

the story his grandfather Sharif told him when he was a boy, about the time he lived next to 

Zeenat Begum, a Mughal princess who “ran a tea stall outside the walled city of Old Lahore in 

the shade of an ancient eucalyptus.”18 Nobody believes Sharif’s stories of a jinn who once lived 

in the tree and was sworn to protect the disinherited royal family. Alienated from his parents 

after moving to New York to live with his girlfriend, Salman goes on a “manventure” to Lahore 

to confirm his grandfather’s stories.19 In the end, he learns from a rug merchant, who is actually 

the jinn in disguise, that his grandfather discovered the Cup of Heaven, the Jam-e-Jaam, buried 

beneath the eucalyptus. The cup was made “to imprison the memories of a bygone age,” the age 

of the jinn, which occurred before the dawn of humans.20 When Sharif looks inside it, the cup 

 
17 The colonial vocabulary here is deliberate. See Farah Mendelsohn, Rhetorics of Fantasy (Middletown, CT: 

Wesleyan University Press, 2008) on the ‘intrusive fantasy’ for more about the rhetoric of colonization in the horror 

genre. See also Stephan Shapiro’s theory of capitalism’s relationship to horror in “Transvaal, Transylvania: 

Dracula’s World-System and Gothic Periodicity,” Gothic Studies 10.1 (2008): 29-47. 
18 Usman Malik, “The Pauper Prince and the Eucalyptus Jinn,” Tor.com (New York: Tor Book, 2015), accessed 

February 1, 2016, http://www.tor.com/2015/04/22/the-pauper-prince-and-the-eucalyptus-jinn-usman-malik/. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
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shows him the Great Unseen, granting him knowledge of the future. After entering Sharif’s 

memories of this great journey, Salman decides that the knowledge of this deep past would 

threaten his connection to the people he loves. In the end, he destroys the cup, saying, “The Old 

World is gone, let it rest.”21 

The different realities in “Eucalyptus Jinn” are produced through its registration of the 

conditions of uneven development. According to the Warwick Research Collective, combined 

and uneven development describes “a situation in which capitalist forms and relations exist 

alongside ‘archaic forms of economic life’ and pre-existing social and class relations.”22 

Raymond Williams calls these archaisms “residual,” which denotes culture “effectively formed 

in the past, but … still active in the cultural process.”23 “Eucalyptus Jinn” represents the residual 

through the Mughal dynasty and the jinn, the survival into the present day of the latter 

symbolizing the endurance of the former. In the content of this novella, Mughal feudalism 

coexists with the capitalist present, and in its form, the fairy tale-like romance structure coexists 

with realism. This unevenness not only structures the story’s contrasting laws of reality, but 

emerges as what Jameson calls a “symbolic resolution to a concrete historical situation,” namely 

the situation of the simultaneousness of the non-simultaneous, a principle condition of modernity 

in which residual economic and cultural forms coexist with the dominant culture.24  

The existence of traces of feudalism lends credibility to Sharif’s story, which otherwise 

might sound like an outmoded fairy tale or romance. Stuck between the modern, post-colonial 

 
21 Ibid. 
22 WReC, Combined and Uneven Development, 11. The embedded quote is from Leon Trotsky, History of the 

Russian Revolution, 432. 
23 Marxism and Literature (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1977), 122. 
24 Fredric Jameson, The Political Unconscious, 117. The simultaneousness of the non-simultaneous is a concept 

Jameson borrows from Ernst Bloch, who originally coined the term Gleichzeitigkeit des ungleichzeitigen in 

Erbschaft dieser Zeit (1935), or Heritage of Our Times (trans. 1991) (WReC, Combined and Uneven Development, 

12, n.23). 
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present and the Mughal feudalist past, the princess in exile, Zeenat Begum, has lost her kingdom. 

It fell “to the British a hundred years ago,”25 making her a relic from another age even though 

she is still active in the present, like the eucalyptus jinn who protects her. In an unevenly 

developed modern Pakistan, feudal-age relics, such as the zamindar system of landholding,26 

retain an active role in society. As Salman reflects: “lots of nawabs and princes of pre-Partition 

India had offspring languishing in poverty … An impoverished Mughal princess was 

conceivable.”27 Romance, a literary form associated with the feudal mode of production, coexists 

with modern realism in this novella to register what the Warwick Research Collective calls the 

“bifurcated or ruptured sensorium of the space-time of the (semi-)periphery.”28 Since history 

lends credibility to Sharif’s fairy tale, readers are more likely to believe in the intrusion of the 

jinn into modern Lahore. 

Salman’s struggle to cogitate Lahore foregrounds how his intellect is alienated from its 

environment, a key condition of weird fiction in its encounters with the strange. The mind is 

alienated from its environment when it contemplates the weird, which follows laws that run 

contrary to science, such as the supernatural. But it is also worth noting this same conflict 

manifests when the mind contemplates an alienating social system, such as capitalism. Under the 

conditions of what Fredric Jameson calls late capitalism, a “spatial disjunction” between the 

centres of production and consumption occurs, which causes “the inability to grasp the way the 

system functions as a whole.”29 The weird can confront this representational problem by 

foregrounding the very impossibility of representing the system in its entirety.30 Malik 

 
25 Usman Malik, “Eucalyptus Jinn.” 
26 John McCarry, “The Promise of Pakistan,” National Geographic, (October 1997), 65. 
27 Usman Malik, “Eucalyptus Jinn.” 
28 WReC, Combined and Uneven Development, 16. 
29 Fredric Jameson, The Modernist Papers, (New York: Verso, 2007), 157. 
30 Witness the language of the unreal in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, which rather than shedding ‘light’ on 

the Belgian ivory trade in the Congo opts to represent the darkness and unknowability of the horrific system of 
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demonstrates Salman’s alienation from the knowledge of totality by depicting Lahore as resisting 

his quixotic search, showing the social totality to always be more than Salman can know. 

Salman encounters a city unavailable for representation when he strives to uncover the 

history that Lahore has repressed beneath the “white shrouds” of fog and mist that symbolically 

obscure his view.31 This process of obfuscation is what Christophe Den Tandt means when he 

argues that the modern city is “a mysterious totality” defying human comprehension and 

cognition.32 And Lahore is by no means an exception. The existence of residual and oppositional 

cultures indicates the sublimity of the social totality, in the sense that “no dominant culture ever 

in reality includes or exhausts all human practice.”33 Lacking a comprehensive form, the social 

totality sustains disjunctures in which apparently different time periods may be seen to coexist; 

in “Eucalyptus Jinn” these disjunctures are the dividing lines between the logic of conventional 

reality and the logic of the weird. Elements of residual culture remain concealed from Salman’s 

view, and this fog of unknowing implies that the city contains a potential that exceeds the limits 

imposed by the dominant culture. 

Among these cultural residues lie the jinn, creatures who in their ability to remain hidden 

from the human gaze demonstrate the deceitfulness of representation, making them ideal 

examples of the ‘weird.’ A jinn, Malik writes, is “a daunting, invisible entity that defied the laws 

of physics: it could slip in and out of time, could swap its senses, hear out of its nostrils, smell 

with its eyes. It could even fly like the tales of yore said.”34 The jinn are more than invisible 

 
colonial exploitation that divides Europe from Africa. Charles Marlow goes from the cognitively stable position of 

belonging “to a world of straightforward facts” to beholding the “unreal” worship of ivory, the commodity fetish. 

Weird fiction employs a strikingly similar rhetoric in its structure. The Norton Anthology of Short Fiction, Edited by 

Richard Bausch and R.V. Cassill, Shorter Seventh Edition (New York: W.W. Norton, 2006), 135, 143. 
31 Usman Malik, “Eucalyptus Jinn.” 
32 Christophe Den Tandt, The Urban Sublime in American Literary Naturalism, (Urbana: U of Illinois P, 1998), xi. 
33 Williams, Marxism, 125. Italics in original. 
34 Usman Malik, “Eucalyptus Jinn.” Italics in original. 
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entities, however. Paraphrasing Ibn Arabi’s The Meccan Revelations, Malik writes that “the 

lexical root J-N-N in Arabic is ‘concealed,’” meaning that ‘jinn’ refers to “the entirety of the 

hidden world.”35 In other words, ‘jinn’ refers to everything that does not yield to perception, or 

for that matter, to representation. Jinn not only disobey the laws of nature as they are commonly 

known but evade our attempts to contain them visually: according to Ibn Arabi, a jinn, when held 

immobile by the gaze of Man, may “manifest an Image it adopts for him, like a veil,” in order to 

throw off his gaze.36 This deceitful image symbolizes the illusionary quality of representation 

and the impossibility of claiming an unmediated and direct perception of reality. It implies that 

reality exists in a hidden world that lies beyond images and representations, even though 

representation is our only way of making that reality accessible. Instead of filtering the white 

light of reality through a clear glass in order to represent mere appearances, weird aesthetics 

break surface reality into the rainbow of concealed colours that constitute it, drawing attention to 

the disjuncture between appearance and existence. 

 Salman’s destruction of the Cup of Heaven symbolizes how the very conception of 

totality cannot be allowed to survive in the modern world. Although he receives a taste of 

enlightenment when he magically enters his grandfather’s memories of journeying through the 

Great Unseen, the realm of the jinn, “an awful black” defies Salman’s attempts to follow his 

grandfather any further than necessary into that realm.37 He does not assimilate the totality to the 

same extent as his grandfather does. Instead, his spiritual vision foregrounds the impossibility of 

knowing that totality, a conclusion that receives strong emphasis when he destroys the cup, 

letting the jinn depart this world. To retain his sense of identity and to avoid becoming flooded 

 
35 Ibid. Italics in original. 
36 Quoted in Usman Malik, “Eucalyptus Jinn.” 
37 Ibid. 
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by the full knowledge of time and history that the jinn represent, Salman lets the past rest by 

destroying the cup. This gesture of refusal implies that totality cannot be allowed to survive as a 

modern concept because the survival of the cup would mean engaging with that which cannot be 

cogitated. On a literal level, this refers to the sublime jinn, who will remain mysteries forever. 

On another level, this refusal indicates that it is impossible to come face-to-face with the hidden 

source of social inequality and fragmentation, the dark underbelly of the capitalist world-system 

that makes totality unthinkable. 

In its dramatization of such a profound gesture of refusal, “Eucalyptus Jinn” can be 

termed a peripheral modernist text, a designation that could be extended to weird fiction in 

general. Theodor Adorno defines “modernism” as any literature that refuses the experience of 

life under the pervading, unevenly developed capitalist world-system.38 Especially in its gothic, 

or horrific, modes, weird fiction—and fantastic literature in general—may be termed a form of 

modernism, particularly in the capacity of each of these genres to seek out raw material from 

residual cultures that are oppositional to the dominant culture. To mark its aesthetic distance 

from the normative cultural production of central modernist trends, weird fiction may 

furthermore be termed a ‘peripheral’ modernism. Malik’s work is peripheral in the world-literary 

sense as well, since he uses the narrative ecology of his native Pakistan as his raw material. Like 

many peripheral authors, his work bridges the distance between centre and periphery. 

One example of this centre-periphery crossover is Malik’s Lovecraftian story “In the 

Ruins of Mohenjo-Daro.” In this narrative, Malik adopts an Anglo-American form to content 

derived from the history and geography of Pakistan. In so doing, he adopts Lovecraft’s gothic 

vocabulary to register the combined unevenness of the periphery, in which past and present 

 
38 WReC, Combined and Uneven Development, 18-19. 
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simultaneously coexist. In European literature, Gothic literature is often cited to have arisen with 

Horace Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto, a medieval romance blended with a modern novel, in 

which romance’s feudal sensibilities directly contradicted bourgeois values, “two opposed and 

irreconcilable worldviews.”39 Romance is a residual genre that developed under the feudal mode 

of production and endured into modern times to create the gothic novel. In this way, the gothic 

emerges from the coexistence of the feudal and bourgeois modes of production, which is to say, 

the conditions of uneven development. Gothic and weird fiction are thus related: both are forms 

of irrealism in which alternative, residual epistemologies, such as those emerging from religion 

and magic, violate the modern laws of empiricism. Interacting with a Western genre while at the 

same time resisting the Western gaze, Malik participates in the production of gothic literature as 

a global form. Gothic literature is global because it is a literature of “the modern capitalist world-

system” and as such, “the effectivity of the world-system will necessarily be discernible in any 

modern literary work.”40 In particular, this is true of fiction that uses a supernatural vocabulary to 

register the worldwide conditions of the “simultaneity of the non-simultaneous.”41 

In Malik’s story, Noor, a cadet supervisor, leads a group of kids to the ruins of Mohenjo-

Daro, which is Sindi for “Mounds of the Dead,” a real archaeological ruin dating from the time 

of the Indus civilization.42 Since it is the festival of Eid, the cadets ritually slaughter a goat in 

commemoration of “Ibraham’s gratitude to God for sparing his son’s life.” 43 Malik draws a 

parallel between this Islamic custom, based on the biblical story of Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac, 

and the Indus custom of animal and human sacrifice. It is said that on the Day of the Goat, a day 

 
39 José B. Monleón, A Specter is Haunting Europe: A Sociohistorical Approach to the Fantastic, (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 2014), 6, Accessed January 19, 2017, https://muse.jhu.edu/. 
40 WReC, Combined and Uneven Development, 8, 20. Italics in original. 
41 Ibid., 12. 
42 “In the Ruins of Mohenjo-Daro,” The Mammoth Book of Cthulhu: New Lovecraftian Fiction, Edited by Paula 

Guran, (London: Robinson, 2016), 328. 
43 Ibid., 324. 
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sacred to a pagan god called the Lord of Beasts, those who stay in the ruins past midnight are 

doomed to meet a grizzly end. Tabinda, an anthropologist, tells Noor about a time when she 

lingered in the ruins and lost three men to a collective madness. Soon the Pakistani Taliban 

attack a nearby cadet college, making it unsafe to leave the ruins, and Noor becomes haunted by 

the modern-day practitioners of the cult of the Lord of Beasts. Noor relives a traumatic memory 

of her brother, Muneer, who forced her to become a suicide bomber in New York City. Although 

she refused to commit the act of terrorism, she is brought to a sacrificial altar by the modern head 

of the cult, Tabinda, to be slaughtered as if in payment for her sins. 

 Just as feudalism and bourgeois values form what José B. Monleón calls “two opposed 

and irreconcilable worldviews” in traditional gothic fiction,44 in “Mohenjo-Daro,” Noor gets 

caught between two sets of irreconcilable values: those of rural Sind and the values she has 

acquired during her metropolitan “comprador” education.45 These values manifest in the conflict 

between the peaceful conception of Islam she has embraced and the more violent conception of 

her religion which she rejects.46 Like Salman in “Eucalyptus Jinn,” Noor, while retaining her 

faith, has absorbed Western values to the point of growing distant from certain customs of her 

country of origin. This is amply shown when she wonders how the other cadets “would react if 

she whipped out Oxford jeans and long white shirts, her preferred dress back in her high school 

days in New Hampshire, instead of the plain shalwar kameez and dupatta she wore now.”47 A 

vegan, Noor is uneasy around suffering animals, such as the goat the cadets slaughter. While the 

 
44 José B. Monleón, A Specter is Haunting Europe, 6. 
45 Noor’s conflict reflects the positionality of a specific class of Anglophone Pakistanis identified by Zain Rashid 

Mian as “compradors,” whose metropolitan values are imparted by an education that privileges English writing and 

pedagogy over an education in native languages. (“Pakistani Literature and the Case for Comprador Fiction,” paper 

presented at the English Department MA Colloquium, McGill University, Montreal, QC, March 2017.) 
46 Rather than misinterpreting Malik as representing an Orientalist dichotomy between ‘peaceful’ Western values 

and ‘violent’ Islam, his fiction should be read as expressing the metropolitan worldview of the comprador class. 
47 Usman Malik, “Mohenjo-Daro,” 320. 
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cadets argue that it is “sunnah to slaughter your own animals,” Noor prefers to remind them of 

“what the Prophet said about teaching mercy.”48 Her practices contrast with the traditions of 

Sind, the region of Pakistan where the ruins are located and from this conflict emerges the 

element of horror. 

The terror Noor encounters at Mohenjo-Daro is symptomatic of the horror of modernity 

itself, in which scapegoating becomes a way of punishing neocolonial powers for their crimes. 

Malik compares the act of ritual scapegoating practiced by Tabinda’s cult to the act of terrorism. 

When Noor watches one of the cadets holding a knife to the goat’s throat, she experiences a 

return of her repressed memories: “The boy was smiling, a cold twisting sneer that was 

frighteningly familiar. The feeling of unreality, of red-hot memory, resurged.”49 She recalls how 

her brother, Muneer, instructed her as a teenager to become a suicide bomber in order to repay 

American victims, as he says, “for their sins.”50 Just as blood libations redeem sin, the Pakistani 

Taliban see something redemptive in mass murder. For the Taliban, these civilians are 

scapegoats that must be killed to punish the United States for its acts of violence against 

Pakistani Muslims; they are payment for crimes that perpetuate a neocolonial power hierarchy. 

Scapegoating is also the method by which neocolonial powers, namely the United States, 

assuage their own sense of guilt. Noor’s observation that “double strikes [were] a well-known 

MO used by the Taliban as well as the CIA (where they used drones for warfare)” implicates 

western imperialism in the act of bloodletting.51 In this case, the Taliban—and any innocent 

bystanders—are assumed guilty and killed to assuage American guilt over their interventionist, 

neocolonial foreign policy. “Confronted with a world ruled by the settler,” Frantz Fanon writes, 

 
48 Ibid., 324. 
49 Ibid., 324. 
50 Ibid., 349. 
51 Ibid., 326. 
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“the native is always presumed guilty.”52 It is thus possible to read the significance of the 

bloodshed at Mohenjo-Daro as a microcosm of the dynamics of violence and guilt that define 

geopolitics under the unevenly developed capitalist world-system. 

Noor’s dream strengthens the link between ancient blood libations and modern 

scapegoating, showing how weird aesthetics lend themselves well to gothic representation. In her 

dream, the New York City crowd she nearly obliterates assumes the form of the skeletons 

unearthed at Mohenjo-Daro: “They wore business suits, sweatshirts, dresses, and tourist caps. 

Suitcases and backpacks dangled from bones picked clean by time.”53 For Muneer, the victims 

are scapegoats for the sins of westerners. By representing the skeletons of the people slaughtered 

in the Indus libation rituals as Noor’s would-be American victims, Malik lends a supernatural 

cast to his depiction of modern violence and strengthens the sense that scapegoating as a form of 

violence emerges from the past to haunt the present. The imagery of the weird enables Malik to 

overlap eras of history like sheets of onionskin paper to make this startling and deeply disturbing 

representation of how history determines the present—and of how this overlap unhinges one’s 

perception of time. 

 Both the supernaturally-tinged resurgence of the Lord of Beasts cult and the Taliban 

produce a disjuncture in the perception of time that haunts the ruins, fragmenting Noor’s 

perception of totality. The Taliban not only confine the cadets to a set of pre-modern ruins by 

their lurking presence, but actively regress them to an earlier period of technology, since they 

bomb the signal towers that prevent Noor from calling for help on her cell phone.54 This 

plummets the cadets into the dark ages, in which they search the shadows with torches and 

 
52 The Wretched of the Earth, translated by Constance Farrington, (New York: Grove, 1963), 53. 
53 Usman Malik, “Mohenjo-Daro,” 349. 
54 Ibid., 339. 
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shovels. This rift from the modern world fragments Noor’s perception of her surroundings. The 

ruins become impenetrable once this disjuncture from reality takes hold: “Broken platforms 

poked and plunged unevenly; black and formless holes gaped in the wall. Above, an icteric moon 

sat distorted by a low cloudbank, its light not a promise, but mere possibility.”55 Words like 

“uneven,” “formless,” “dark,” and “distorted” express the inability of Noor to perceive the ruins 

as a whole. This is the tonal register of horror as well as the vocabulary of unevenness. Just as 

the foggy mists of Lahore in “Eucalyptus Jinn” symbolize the obstacles that stand in the way of 

Salman’s pursuit of knowledge, the darkness of the ruins of Mohenjo-Daro stands in Noor’s way 

of perceiving the immanent danger they pose to her. This obscurity allegorically represents how 

totality has become unrepresentable in a modernity constituted by the “horrific” conditions of 

uneven development. 

Malik continues the theme of religious violence in his short story “Resurrection Points,” 

but instead of letting the horror of violence stand alone, he represents a utopian response to 

trauma. The narrator, Daoud, dissects corpses with his father, a doctor, including one teenager 

who washes up on a beach with a “sea-blackened aluminum crucifix” indicating his Christian 

faith.56 Daoud and his father are gifted with the ability of healing sickly, diseased flesh with 

electric shocks from their bodies. After the Defend the Sharia office causes some trouble for his 

father and his friend Sadiq, who lives in a poverty-stricken Christian muhallah, Daoud discovers 

his own mother’s hidden Christian heritage. He also learns that his ancestral powers enable him 

to store electric charges in dead bodies to reanimate them. In the end, his father is killed under 

suspicious circumstances and a sectarian mob torches the muhallah where Sadiq lives. The 

 
55 Ibid., 340. 
56 Usman Malik, “Resurrection Points,” The Year’s Best Weird Fiction: Volume 2, (Pickering, ON: Undertow 

Publications, 2015), 189. 
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apocalyptic conclusion shows Daoud in the muhallah using his abilities to call up the dead from 

their rest. 

Daoud’s electric-shock abilities empower him to address the trauma associated with 

religious violence and to envision a world free from such trauma. According to Jameson, magic 

powers in fairy tales typically function as a symbol for unalienated “human powers.”57 The same 

instinct for wish-fulfillment motivates Daoud, suggesting the utopian impulse behind his actions. 

At his father’s funeral, he imagines “Baba juddering on my fingertips as I reach inside his mouth, 

shock his tongue, and watch it jump and thrash like a bloodied carp.”58 Although he cannot really 

make the dead speak, his desire to transcend the silence of death suggests that his powers hold 

the potential for a response to trauma. 

In the end, he returns to the burned-out muhallah and raises the dead: “I closed my eyes 

and jolted the Christian muhallah back to life. … Blackened men, women and children swaying 

in rows, waiting for me. How unafraid, joyous, and visible they were.”59 The final image of the 

story is Daoud leading the victims on “their final pilgrimage through the land of the dead,” a 

tableau that invokes the “salvational historicity” of the Christian Apocalypse, what Jameson 

would call a premonition of utopia.60 Daoud’s ‘weird’ powers enable him to transcend trauma in 

anticipation of the founding of a world free from trauma and alienation. Unlike the previous 

stories examined in this essay, the weird in “Resurrection Points” thus takes on a speculative 

function in which it expresses hope for a better future. That this future is unattainable under 

normal scientific laws does not diminish the authenticity of the narrative’s utopian impulse. 

 
57 Fredric Jameson, Archaeologies of the Future: The Desire Called Utopia and Other Science Fictions, (London: 

Verso, 2005), 66. 
58 Usman Malik, “Resurrection Points,” 204. 
59 Ibid., 206. 
60 Ibid.; Jameson, Unconscious, 148. 
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The scientific discourse surrounding Daoud’s ability is dialogized with religious 

discourse, suggesting that the epistemologies of scientific reason and religion can coexist. 

Jamshed, Daoud’s father, explains that their family’s gift may have originated in the distant past 

of the Abrahamic faiths: 

The Prophet Isa is said to have returned men to life. When Martha of Bethany asked him 

how he would bring her brother Lazarus back to life, Hazrat Isa said, ‘I am the 

Resurrection and the life. He who believes in me will live, even though he dies.’ […] But 

he was a healer first. Like our beloved Prophet Muhammad Peace-Be-Upon-Him.61 

The gift of healing through electric pulses, although it is explained using the language of science, 

is essentially what previous eras have called miracles. Daoud’s gift is a residual trace that 

survives into modernity and its possibility in this world indicates that science can confirm the 

miracles of religion. Daoud approaches his gift with a cognitive, scientific mindset when he 

recalls “words that Baba taught me from his textbooks: cell membranes, calcium-gates, egg-

shaped mitochondria and polarized ionic channels. Could they act as capacitators at times and 

hold charge so the flesh would stay alive even after I removed my fingertips?”62 If the inheritors 

of the abilities of Prophet Muhammad and Prophet Isa (Jesus Christ) exist in the modern era, 

within a scientific context, then the secularism that underlies bourgeois constructions of reality is 

subverted. 

The coexistence of science and religion suggests that religion can play a role in a utopian 

future despite the religious extremism and violence haunting the present. Religion in this sense 

performs an active social role in the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, where it is not a part of the 

 
61 Usman Malik, “Resurrection Points,” 192. Italics in original. 
62 Ibid., 200. Since the weird is already an integrated part of Daoud’s reality, “Resurrection Points” is the story 

examined in this essay that most closely approaches magic realism. The weird may disrupt the reader’s cognition, 

but does not disrupt the cognition of the fictional characters. 
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dominant culture. Identifying sectarian hatred as the “root of all evil” that must be extracted from 

society to produce a better future,63 Malik’s story of a teenager brought up Muslim rediscovering 

his identity as a Christian expresses a hope for desperately needed interreligious solidarity. After 

all, as Daoud reflects, “dust has no religion.”64 The utopian horizon projected by “Resurrection 

Points” is one in which religion and science move forward hand-in-hand, away from divisions 

and violence, forging a progressive, emergent culture. 

 Weird fiction as a peripheral modernism foregrounds the impossibility of conceiving 

totality, while providing the sensorium needed to represent the simultaneousness of the non-

simultaneous. By narrating the loss of the Cup of Heaven in “Eucalyptus Jinn,” Malik 

symbolizes how a consciousness of totality is impossible to achieve and that our partial 

knowledge of the truth must be continually acknowledged. “In the Ruins of Mohenjo-Daro” 

demonstrates how weird fiction, especially when drawing on a gothic idiom, has an aptitude for 

describing how history disrupts the present. Finally, “Resurrection Points” indicates how weird 

fiction’s violation of cognition can express utopian impulses, especially ones that express a 

human desire to transcend mortal limitations and alienation. Distinguishing itself from magic 

realism in its tendency to disturb reality, the weird refracts what is alienated and residual in 

modern culture in order to bring out the horrifying and strange. The cognitive ruptures of the 

weird reveal the disjunctures of the unevenly developed world-system for what they are: breaks 

in the social totality and in the possibility of imagining it. Engaging with the aesthetics of critical 

irrealism, Malik uses the narrative ecology of his native Pakistan and the traditions of American 

horror to develop his emergent voice. His experimental fiction carries with it the potential to 

inspire the radical aesthetics of a future generation of South Asian writers. 

 
63 Fredric Jameson, “The Politics of Utopia,” New Left Review 25 (2004): 25. 
64 Usman Malik, “Resurrection Points,” 203. 
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